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ABSTRACT. Most induction tube welding systems use internal magnetic flux controllers 
(impeders) to limit the amount of current flowing on the ID of the tube under the face of the 
induction coil. More difficult applications of tube welding, such as smaller diameter tubing with 
thicker walls, can lead to high magnetic loading of the impeder. Traditional materials for the 
impeder are ferrites, which have low saturation flux densities, and can easily become saturated 
in these systems. This increases the amount of current flowing on the ID of the tube and leads 
to inefficient heating or inability to form a proper weld. To maintain process efficiency and 
weld quality in these applications, a switch in impeder material to soft magnetic composites 
(SMCs) with higher saturation flux density is suggested. In this paper, a comparison is made 
between impeders constructed from traditional ferrite materials, and SMCs. To make this 
comparison, a hybrid method of simulating the induction tube welding process was created 
utilizing a combination of 2-D and 3-D coupled models. By soft coupling 3-D electromagnetic 
models with 2-D electromagnetic and thermal models, a fast and accurate depiction of the 
welding process can be achieved. A case study is presented comparing ferrite and SMC 
impeders in a representative induction tube welding application. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
   Inductive welding is a popular method for making tubes used in a variety of industries. Over 
the past 20-30 years, the industry has been transitioning from tube generators operating at 400 
kHz, to solid state generators (either IGBT or MOSFET) which operate at frequencies from 50 
kHz to 400 kHz. The availability of high power at lower frequencies has created the opportunity 
to successfully weld larger tubes with greater wall thicknesses for more demanding 
applications. At the same time, one of the key components of the system, the impeder, has not 
changed significantly, which is limiting the production rate or resulting quality of some types 
of tubing. 
   Impeders are typically manufactured using a combination of construction elements and ferrite 
rods or tubes (ferrites). Ferrites have a low saturation flux density which is strongly temperature 
sensitive, are limited in size availability and are very susceptible to mechanical and thermal 
shock. The saturation flux density becomes more and more of an issue for lower frequencies, 
where the desirable flux density for welding is higher. This new situation creates an opportunity 
to improve the welding system performance using SMCs [1, 2]. 
   The use of 2-D models for studying the temperature distribution in the weld vee, along with 
weld angle, welding speed and wall thickness was originally demonstrated by Asperheim, et. 
al. [3, 4] in the late 1990s and early 2000s corresponding with the new high power IGBT 
development. In these models, the source of the flux density considered was the current in the 



weld vee. The proposed method provided a good way to make a quick evaluation of welding 
system performance.   
   Recently, several publications have been made on the use of advanced 3-D coupled models 
with moving thermal fields to predict temperature distributions in welded tubes and overall 
system performance [5-7]. These models provide a substantial improvement to the ability to 
simulate and design the process compared to previous efforts. The drawback of these models is 
the time for the calculations, which can be several weeks per case studied. A design and 
optimization process using this method can take several months to over a year, making it viable 
for very complicated processes found in research and development projects, but limits its use 
as a routine tool for practical problem solution and system improvement. 
   In this paper, a new hybrid method utilizing a combination of 2-D and 3-D coupled models 
will be used for study, design and optimization of the tube welding process. The models will 
incorporate magnetic flux controllers and quantify their role in improving the welding process.  
   3-D electromagnetic models will be used to determine the current distribution along the weld 
vee as well as the permeability of the tube along the length of the welding system. 2-D coupled 
electromagnetic plus thermal models with rotational movement will be used to determine the 
temperature distribution in the heat affected zone. A comparison will be made between 
impeders designed using SMCs and traditional ferrite impeders for use in a typical tube size.  
   The run times for the individual 2-D or 3-D models are typically minutes to an hour or two, 
which allows for system study and optimization in a few weeks. 
 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
   In induction tube welding, a steel sheet is formed into the profile of a tube by a series of 
rollers. As the profile is nearly formed, the edges of the strip form a vee shape, which is referred 
to as the weld vee. The point at which the vee terminates is often referred to as the apex or 
touching point.  Just past the apex, a set of rollers apply pressure to create a solid-state bond. 
The size of the rollers depends upon the characteristics of the tube that is being welded. Near 
the last set of rollers, an induction coil is placed over the tube. Finally, an impeder is placed on 
the inside of the formed profile that extends from before the induction coil to near the apex. A 
basic geometry of the system is shown in Figure 1 (a) [8]. 
   Currents are induced around the body of the strip under the induction coil. As the currents 
approach the edge of the vee, the currents have three main options for which direction to flow: 
on the edge towards the apex, on the edge towards the incoming material, or along the inside 
diameter of the tube. The currents flowing along the edge of the vee are what generates the heat 
necessary for the solid-state welding process [9].   
   Flux software (www.altairhyperworks.com) was used for the development of the computer 
models. A picture of a 3-D electromagnetic model of the welding system is shown in Figure 1 
(b). ½ of the geometry is used in the model due to symmetry. The model includes the heat face 
of the induction coil turns (red elements), an equivalent geometry for the tube (grey element) 
in the welding region of the tube mill, and an impeder (green element).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. (a)Basic geometry of tube welding system and (b)3-D electromagnetic model 



   Near the edge of the weld vee, the tube is segmented into narrow regions radially (blue 
elements). This is for two reasons, increased mesh density in this area where current is changing 
directions and for subsequent integration of the axial component of current, which is what will 
be exported to the 2-D models for electromagnetic and thermal computations. The tube is also 
segmented axially to calculate the current in the vee at different positions for export to the 2-D 
models. As the tube approaches the apex, the regions get progressively thicker. This is to 
compensate for the material property change as the material heats and transitions from magnetic 
to non-magnetic (magenta elements).   
   The 2-D model is ¼ of a radial section of the tube, without the coil components. On the central 
axis, a superconducting boundary condition is used and on the lower axis, a super magnetic 
boundary is used.    
   To simulate the tube welding system, the tube rotates during the calculations. Due to the speed 
of the process, there is insufficient time for thermal conduction of the power generated from 
axial currents in the weld vee around the perimeter of the tube. There is also negligible axial 
current in the area of the profile relatively far from the vee edges. This allows for simplification 
of the tube into two segments, an upper region that is thermally active (dark blue) and a lower 
region that is thermally inactive (light blue). During rotation, the thermally inactive region 
stretches allowing for the profile to nearly close. This eliminates the need for a complex 
algorithm for moving thermal fields. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the 2-D model at the 
beginning (open) and end (nearly closed) of the welding process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Cross-section of 2-D model at the beginning (left) and end (right) of the process. 
 
   A time dependent current (representing position in the 3-D system) is applied directly to the 
section of the tube that is thermally active. The current dynamics are taken from the 3-D 
electromagnetic model at different axial tube segments. These current levels are approximated 
to be linear between segments and are used in the 2-D models to evaluate the temperature along 
the edge and locate where the transition from magnetic to non-magnetic material is made in the 
tube. The system is also assumed to be linear for adjustment of the current level. 
   Using the information from the 2-D models, the 3-D electromagnetic model is run with the 
adjusted position of the magnetic non-magnetic transition and an adjusted level of coil current.  
The new current distribution in the vee edge is then exported for use in additional 2-D 
simulation. The process is repeated until there are minimal changes in the respective models. 
Usually 2 to 4 iterations are required.   
   The combination of rotation, magnetic components, and time varying current will allow for 
better prediction of the temperatures in the tube cross-section compared to the linear models of 
Asperheim, et. Al ([3, 4]. 
 
 
 
 
 



CASE STUDY CONDITIONS 
   The OD of the finished tube is 40 mm with 6 mm wall thickness. The two-turn induction coil 
has an ID of 50 mm and total length of 50 mm. The distance from the end of the coil to the apex 
is 60 mm. The magnetic component of the impeder is 19 mm OD, 9 mm ID and 225 mm in 
length. A comparison will be made between TDK ferrites and Fluxtrol A. The weld vee angle 
is 2 degrees. The target line speed is 20 m/min and the frequency used for initial study is 200 
kHz. The minimum temperature in the cross section of the tube at the apex was set to 900°C, 
based upon typical AC3 values for low carbon steel. Based on the provided line speed and a 
length of 285 mm from the start of the system to the apex, the heating time is about 0.86 s.  The 
impeder geometry, weld vee angle, distance from the induction coil to the apex, induction coil 
design, and line speed were determined based upon discussions with EFD Induction [10] and 
from the EHE Catalog [11]. 
 
RESULTS OF STUDY 
   Soft coupling iterations between 3-D and 2-D models were run and only the final results are 
shown. A comparison of required electrical parameters and minimum weld temperatures can 
be seen in Table 1 and temperature distributions at the end of heating can be seen in Figure 3 
below.  
 

Table 1: Fluxtrol A and Ferrite Impeder Process Parameter Comparison 
 

Impeder Coil Current 
(A) 

Coil Power 
(kW) 

Weld Vee TMin 
(°C) 

Weld Vee TMax 
(°C) 

Fluxtrol A 1800 73 915 1205 
Ferrite Same 
Temperature 2400 82 910 1197 

Ferrite Same 
Coil Current 1800 54 714 960 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Temperature Distribution at the end of Heating 
 

   Using an impeder made of Fluxtrol A compared to a traditional Ferrite results in a 
significantly lower required coil current and coil head power. The coil current is reduced by 
25% and the coil head power is reduced by 11% (does not include losses in the coil leads, heat 
station or power supplying components) to form an equivalent weld. The real power reduction 
realized for this type of tube will likely be closer to 25% when considering additional losses in 
the coil leads, heat station and power supplying components. 



   This difference stems from the saturation flux density of the two materials. The distribution 
of magnetic flux density in the impeder is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen clearly from the 
figure that the main impeder loading comes from the coil magnetic flux, rather than the flux 
density associated with currents flowing along the weld vee. It can also be seen that the flux 
density is shifted towards the back of the coil rather than being under the center of the inductor. 
This occurs because the weld vee gets progressively wider, reducing the reluctance of the 
magnetic circuit in this region and resulting in additional flux, that was coupling with the tube, 
to pass through the vee opening. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Magnetic Loading of the Impeders 
 

   The Ferrite saturates at a magnetic flux density of ~0.41T, while the Fluxtrol A is well below 
its saturation flux density of 1.4T. Once the ferrite reaches saturation, some current begins to 
flow around the ID of the tube as opposed to along the edges of the weld vee. This internal 
current is the source of the difference in current between the two cases. The resulting current 
density distributions are shown in Figure 5. The main concentrations of current density are 
along the edge of the weld vee leading towards the apex. There is a drop in current density just 
past the end of the induction coil due to the transition from magnetic to non-magnetic in the 
tube. Once the outer layer is non-magnetic, the current flows much deeper in the part, resulting 
in lower current density on the edge of the vee. The current density along the edge of the weld 
vee going back towards the incoming material is smaller than going to the apex, but still 
significant.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Current Density Along the Weld Vee 



   Figure 6 shows the distribution of current density on the tube in regions excluding the weld 
vee edges. In this view, it can be seen that some of the current is flowing along the ID of the 
tube in the area where the impeder was saturated. Also seen is the associated increased current 
density on the OD of the tube under the face of the coil. When using the Fluxtrol A Impeder, 
current does not return along the ID of the tube under the induction coil. This additional current 
density is how we can explain the higher current required using the ferrite impeder as compared 
to the Fluxtrol A impeder. Another band of current can be seen flowing on the ID of the tube 
after the end of the impeder. This is slightly higher with the Fluxtrol A impeder because almost 
no current returns on the tube ID under the inductor as it does with the saturated ferrite impeder. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Current Density on the Tube ID 

 
   A plot of axial current versus position along the edge of the weld vee is shown in Figure 7 for 
three cases: the Fluxtrol A Impeder, the Ferrite Impeder at the same weld temperature, and the 
Ferrite Impeder at the same coil current. The current along the weld vee is maximum at the 
apex, dropping to near zero under the coil and rising to a lower level of current behind the coil 
which again returns to zero after the end of the impeder. 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Axial current versus distance from the apex    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   While the Fluxtrol A has greater saturation flux density than the ferrite and can better control 
the field, it must have proper water cooling to ensure impeder longevity. This is not an issue of 
temperature dependent saturation flux density, but rather that the material can begin to degrade 
due to exposure to elevated temperatures. To ensure proper continuous use, a maximum 
operating temperature of 250°C should not be exceeded within the impeder. As loading and 
losses are non-uniform, proper water cooling needs to be achieved in the most heavily loaded 
area under the second turn of the inductor. Based on the loading seen above, losses in the 
Fluxtrol A impeder in this area would be ~280MW/m3 at 0.7T and 200kHz [12]. A quick 
thermal model was run to find the steady state temperature of the Fluxtrol A impeder under 
these conditions assuming a cooling water inlet of 60PSI at 30°C. The result can be seen below 
in Figure 8, showing that the area with the highest loading in the Fluxtrol A impeder can be 
cooled given these conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Highest loaded section Fluxtrol A impeder temperature    
 
CONCLUSIONS  
   For tube welding applications where the ferrite impeder cores are experiencing some degree 
of magnetic saturation, it has been found that SMCs have superior material properties and are 
able to improve the performance of induction tube welding systems. This is a common 
occurrence on systems where there is either a small diameter tube, heavy-walled tube, or a 
combination of both being welded. The greater saturation flux densities of SMCs allow for 
better control of ID tube current in these highly loaded systems compared to ferrites. The most 
notable improvements when switching from ferrite to Fluxtrol A are a reduction in required 
inductor current and in required system power for the same welding speed. For some extreme 
cases, a significant improvement in component quality can be achieved if there is excessive 
heating in the areas of the tube not near the edges of the weld vee. Other than improving overall 
process efficiency, this benefits production in improved coil life, reduced heating of the rolls, 
decreased downtime and increased line speeds using existing power supplies.  
   A new hybrid model for the efficient study and optimization of induction tube welding was 
proposed using loosely coupled 3D electromagnetic and 2D coupled magnetic and thermal 
models with motion. A case study of a 40 mm diameter tube with 6 mm wall thickness was 
used to demonstrate the model and make a comparison between ferrites and Fluxtrol A as 
impeder cores. The results show a 25% reduction in coil current and an 11% reduction in coil 
head power when switching from ferrites to Fluxtrol A. It is expected, that the total system 
power reduction would be close to 25% for these conditions in the field due to the benefits of 
lower coil current on losses in coil leads, heat station and power supplying components. The 
improvements are consistent with the authors experience in various tube welding trials. 



   Work is currently underway to validate the new modelling technique and the performance 
improvements of SMCs in these applications. Trials in real tube welding mills on various tube 
sizes, production rates and impeder designs are planned during 2019.  Detailed data will be 
taken on the electrical parameters of the system, process temperatures and other production 
details and compared to the models. Updates to the models will be made based upon the field 
data and presented at future events.       
   In parallel with the model validation, additional work is being done to improve the model.  
Plans for 2019 are to add an external magnetic flux controller (bridge) to both the 2D and 3D 
models, fine tuning the 2-D simulation to consider variation in magnetic permeability in the 
length of the impeder and adding conductive components of the impeder assembly to the model. 
This will allow for more accurate depictions of the temperature distribution, as well as a study 
of how to improve weld system performance with appropriate magnetic circuit design. 
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